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ln 201 5, conservation budgets and spending were lower

than this. This is because the new framework was not

finalized until December 2O14, so DSM program budgets

for both utilities were kept aI 2O14 levels for 201 5.

ln their 2015-2020 plans, EGD and Union both

identified additional initiatives and spending for 2015,

over and above the 2015 program budgets, that would

help transition to the higher level of program activity
planned for 2016-2020. Projected 2015 spending for

these incrementalitems amounted to $4.92 million for

EGD and $1.4 million for Union. These amounts were

not built into their rates but would require approval by

the OEB at a later date.

DSM budgets and actual spending for both 2015
programs and incremental activities are shown in

Table 5.3. Total DSM spending for both utilities was

$68 million in 2015. Both utilities spent their full

program budgets, with Enbridge spending several

million dollars more, due to the popularity of its Home

Energy Conservation program (utilities are allowed to

access some additional funding if programs are more

successful than anticipated). Union spent 4% of its

revenue and EGD spent 3.4% of its revenue on DSM

programs in 2015.

The story was different for spending on incremental

activities. Given the uncertainty surrounding the

OEB's approval of this spending (which was eventually

given, but not until January 2016), neither company

ended up spending more than a small portion of their

incremental funding.

Table 5.3. 2015 DSM Budget vs Spending for the Gas Utilities

Source: Union Gas, 2015 Demand Side Management Draft Annual Repoft (2016\ at 73; Enbridge Gas Distr¡buÌion, 201 5 Demand
S¡de Management Draft Annual Report (201 6) at 1 06.

€

Natural Gas Conservation Program Resutts

Activity

2015 Actual
Spending

($, o/o of Budget)

2015 Budget {$} 2015 Actual
Spending

($, % of Budget)

2015 Budget ($l

32,801,939 35,220,594 (107o/o\ 32,587,879 32,178,765 (95%)2015 DSM Programs

559,378 (117o) '1,400,000 213,879 (15o/o)lncremental Spending

on New Framework

Activities

4,920,291

Totals 37,722,230 35,779,972 (95o/o) 33,987,979 32,392,645 l95o/ol

UnionEnbridge
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5.1.6 Cost-Effectiveness

ln order to ensure that DSM provides value to
customers, ihe OEB requires that most programs pass

a cost-benefit test before being offered. lhe required

test has been the Total Resource Cost [t'RC) test,

which compares the costs of conservation (primarily the
program administration cost and the incremental cost
of energy-effioient technologies) against the benefits
(primarily the financialvalue of energy savings). ln the
new framework, the test now,increases the benefits by

including a 1íVo adder to account for the non-energy

benefits (including emissions reductions) associated

with the programs, This modiified test is referred to as

the TRC-Plus test. Whether ursing the TRC or TRC-

Plus test, a value of greater than.one indicates that a

progran-r is expectecl to l¡e cost-effective.

Cost-bonefit calculations are.performed again after
programs have been delivered. Enbridge adopted the

TRC-Plus test in reporting 2015 results, while Union

willdo so in 2016.|n 2015, Unionb portfolio hacla
TRC ratio of 2"73, indicating program benefits were

almost three times as high as the costs. Enbridge's

results showed a TRC-Plus ratio of 3,61. This cannot

be directlyeompare.d w¡th Union's reeults due to'the
differefioe ln the t€tétiused.

Costsrand benefits can also be looked at from the
perspective of the utility. How much does the qtility

need to pay to save a cubic metre of gas? ln simple

terms,,the total'DSM program cost in 2015 wds

$68.173 millionll (including the cost of initiatives that did

noi'have directly meãsurable gas savings, but excluding

shareholder incentives) and the total cumulative gas

savings were 2,433,699,754 m3.12 The (non-discounted)

cost per cublc metre of gas saved is 2.80/ms.

Put into the context of Ontario's carbon price (as

established by its nêw cap and trade program),

2.8 O/m3 would be equivalent to paying $15/t COre over

the lifetime of the conservation measures.ls This price is

lower than the market price of GHG allowances, which

was established at just over $18/t COre in Orrtario's

first two auctions. What's more, this estimated cost

of conservation does not even include the additional

benefits for natural gas distributors ihat would accrue

from distributing less gas.

These results suggest that utilities should examine

spending more on conservation (beyond their
approved DSM budgets), as part of their cap and trade

compliance plans (see Section 5.2.2). Over the long
term, more conseruation may be a less expensive way

to meet cap and trade compliance obligations than
purchasing allowances, although this is not guaranteed

(the incremental cost of conservatlgn tends to increase

as more conservation programs are implernented.) This
will benefit gas custom€rs who will bear the full burden
uf the cusl of purclrasing cap arrtJ [ratle allowarrces.

ln other words, when conservation is cheaper for

oustomers than cap and trade allowances, it should be
turned to fìrst.

Utilities should examine
spending mCIre on

conservation as paft of thcir
cap and trade compliance
plans.

64 Every Joule Counts: Ontario's Energy Use and Conservation Year in Feview
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M,
UNION GAS LIMITED

Answer to Interrogatory from
Buildins Owners and Managers Association ("BOMA")

EB-2016-0296, Exhibit 3, p.25 of 47 UpdaredReference:

Preamble: For 2017, there is only one customer abatement program included in Union's
compliance plan that is incremental to the DSM plan. Through the Government of
Ontario's GIF Union has entered into an agreement with the Ministry of Energy to
receive funding of $42 million to enhance the Home Reno Rebate offering and

achieve additional GHG emissions reductions through 2018.

What differentiates the GIF funded Home Reno Rebate from Union's existing program. How will
the savings be differentiated to insure additional GHG emission reductions are from the GIF
program elements? Will Union include the customer savings and costs from the home energy
efficiency retrofit program in its DSM monitoring and reporting system? Will such savings
contribute to any shareholder incentives?

Response:

With funding from the Green Investment Fund ("GIF"), Union enhanced the Home Reno Rebate
offering. The enhancements include the following three changes:

1. Expanded eligibility for participation, including:
o Homes that use oil, propane, or wood as their primary heating fuel (rather than

just natural gas)

o Homes that use natural gas as their primary heating fuel but are not serviced by
Union or Enbridge Gas Distribution

2. New rebates for:
o High-efficiency oil furnaces and boilers
o High-efficiency propane fumaces and boilers
o High-efficiency wood burning systems
o Air-source heat pumps v/
o Smart thermostats

3. Increased rebate levels for measures already included in the offering.

Homes that participate in the enhanced Home Reno Rebate Offering, and their associated GHG
emission savings, will be attributed to either Union's DSM portfolio or the GIF based on the
following rules:
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pçrformangg metrics as in the response at Exhibit B.APPrO.S) will serve to test the
prudenoe of Union's activities. Such reviews should provide ratepayers with assurance that they
will incur just and reasonable rates.
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1. 100% of the results from homes outside of Union's franchise area will be attributed to the
GIF.

2. 100% of the results from homes within Union's franchise that use a primary heating ,
option other than natural gas will be attributed to the GIF. /

3. 100% of the results directly related to the smaft thermostat will be attributed to the GIF\/
4. For all other results, there will be a two-phased approach to attribution each year. During

Phase 1, 80% of the results to Union and

GTF.If any a givEn year Union exhausts DSM funding available, or elects
-tõ-SIop using DSM funds for the enhanced Home Reno Rebate offering, Phase 2 of

attribution will begin. During Phase 2, l00yo of the offering's results will be attributed to
the GIF. Phase 1 will reset on January lst of each year.

For furthsr details on the attribution agfeement for
the Ministry of Energy,,refer to:

emissions savings between Union and

http://www.rds.ontarioenerg]¡board;calwebdrawer/webdrawer.dll/webdrawerirec/536605/view/U
NION Ltr_2015-

Union tracks all oustomer savings and costs from the R.etrofit Program,

regardless of whether the homes are attributed to Union's portfolio or the GIF. Homes

attributed to Unionos DSM portfolio will count towards s DSM Resource Acquisition
scorecard and shareholder incentive. Homes attributed to will not count towards Union's
DSM portfolio and will not contribute to any DSM incentive.

0
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IINTON (ìAS T,IMITEI)

Answer to Interrogatory from
Building Owners and Managers Association ("BOMA")

Reference: EB-2016-0296, Exhibit 2, p.5 of 10

Preamble: The UFG volume forecast, for 2017 is 89,85 I ,37 5 . [t is based on the forecasted
total throughput volumes for Union multiplied by the Board approved UFG
Volume percentage of 0.219%.

Has Union Gas done any studies which bear out the Board' approved UFG volume percentage?
How does Union intend to address these emissions? How does the Board approved volume
percentage compare to other major natural gas distributors? While Enbridge's unaccounted for
volumes, represent over 80 per cent of its facility related emissions, what are the factors that
nrake Uniort Gas' sharc28Yo2

a) Are thc GHG emissions forecasts reasonable and appropriate?

b) Is the carbon price forecast reasonable and appropriate?

Response:

Please see the response,to Exhibit B.FRPO.3.
, ia ,

As stated in its response to Exhibit B.FRPO.6, Union undertakes periodic reviews of its
Unaccounted for Gas ("UFG") volumes. The Board-approved UFG volume percentage is
cietermined using a three-year historicai weighteci average of UFG volumes anci throughput.
Please see Affachment I for Union's LIFG voh¡mes for the year ending December 2013. It is
Union's view that its UFG volume percentage compares favourably to other major natural gas
distributors.

a) Yes. The GHG emission forecast is reasonable and appropriate. The GHG emissions forecast
is bascd on volumc forccasts prcparcd in accordance with the existing ODB approved
mcthodology, with GHG cmissions calculatcd following thc methodologies identified in the
Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change's "Guideline for Quantification,
Reporting and Verifrcation for GHG Emissions - January 2017."

b) Yes. Union believes that its recommended carbon price forecast of $17.70ltonne is
rcasonablc and appropriatc for sctting thc 2017 Compliance Plan rates. See Exhibit 2, pp.8-10
and Exhibit 2, Schedule 2 for the calculation and rationale. Also, please see the response at
Exhibit B.BOMA.8.
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BOMA INTERROGATORY #10

INTERROGATORY

lssue 1

Ref: 1.5 - Cost Consequences and General (Conflict of lnterest)

(a) Will EGD (the utility), or a related party, as defined in Ontario Regulation 144116,
register as a market participant, to allow it to participate in the cap and trade?
Does it intend to buy, sell, trade, take derivative position on, or in any other way
participate in the carbon market for its own account (or that entity's account); in

other words, in the case of the utility, in any capacity other than on behalf of its
ratepayers?

(b) lf yes,.what entity within the EGD family will be a registered market participant?
l-las any EGD related entity registered as a market participant?

lf yes, what arrangements will be made to ensure that the ratepayers will be
protected from any conflicts of interest, preferential treatment of non-regulated
EGD affiliated companies, sharing of information with these entitibs, and the like,
which could lead to higher costs for ratepayers?

(c)

(f)

(d) Given the scope for abatement activities in EGD's franchise, why has EGD not
proposed a full slate of abatement activities for 2017 analogous to the GIF
program and addition to the DSM program?
activities be credited to the ratepayers'acco

Would any profits from cap and trade

(e) Please confirm that EGD includes no abatement investments in its compliance
plan for 2017, other than the GIF program.

What is the basis of the calculation of the 2017 savings from the GIF program?
What will be the percentage of the 2017 savings in 2018 , 2019, and 2020?

(g) (i) Does EGD have full cost recovery for its administration of the Green
lnvestment Fund? (ii) Please provide a copy of the Agreement between EGD and
the Ontario Government, pertaining to EGD GIF program. What was the rationale
for the $46 million EGD raised from the government? What is the proposed
budget for each year of the compliance period?

Witnesses: A.Langstaff
J. Murphy
F. Oliver-Glasford
J. Tideman
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RESPONSE

(a) No.

(b) This is not applicable, as per the answer to (a) above.

(c) This is not applicable, as per the answer to (a) above.

(d) Please refer to Board Staff #19 filed at Exhibit l.1.EGD|.STAFF.19. Profits, should
any arise, would be factored into the total compliance costs.

(e) Confirmed.

(f) The basis of the calculation is Natural Resources Canada's Hot 2000 energy
modeling software. The illustrative allocation of volume savings from the GIF
program is outlined in Exhibit C, Tab 3, Schedule 4, page:3, Table 2. The current
year's savings are considered ,to be partially effective.and,have,been:allocated at
50o/o with the previous year's volume savings being 100o/o fully effective. The
allocation of 2017.savings in the year's 2018 to 2020 will,be fully,etfective at 100o/o.
Any natural gas savings and resulting GHG emission,reductions from the 2017 GIF
activities will be taken into account when the 2017 and subsequent:years forecasts
are trued up and will be documented in the annual monitoring,and reporting
submitted to the Board.

(g) (i) Yes

(ii) The Ontario Transfer Payment Agreement ('TPA') between the Minister of
Energy and Enbridge dated Mareh 31, 2016 relates to Enbridge's GIF aetivities
which involve the extension of several of its DSM progrâfiìs: None of the
funding that may become payable to the Company for such activities are costs
included in the Company's Complianee Plan and are therefore not eosts
proposed to,be recoverable in rates. While it is anticipated that GIF funded
aotivity may generate natural gas savings and therefore result in GHG emission
reductions in 2017, given the uncertainty of the savings (the program is only
really ramping up in 2017) and further given the immaterial contribution that
such savings might contribute to GHG emissions reductions this year, the
Company has not adjusted its 2017 GHG emissions forecast to reflect any GIF
funded forecast reductions. As noted in its pre-filed evidence at Exhibit B,
Tab 2, Schedule 1, page 2, at paragraph 7:

Witnesses: A.Langstaff
J. Murphy
F. Oliver-Glasford
J. Tideman
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The GIF-funded customer-related abatement is incremental to anything
that has been built into volumes for 2017 and incremental to Enbridge's
approved DSM plan. The volume reductions associated with this
program have not been included in Table 1, as they are minor relative to
the total volumes and are not confirmed at this time. lt is anticipated that
the volume reduction will be approximately 13,000 10 3m3, howevet
this is a test case on reporting and submitting verified volume reductions
and will be documented in the annual monitoring and reporting submitted
to the Board and used for true up purposes.

Enbridge is therefore of the view that the filing of the TPA would not be of any
benefit to the Board in this proceeding. lt respectfully declines to produce same.

Enbridge is unable to provide a response for "What was the rationale for the
$46 million Enbridge Gas Distribution raised from the government?" at this time.
Please provide the reference or source that is the basis for this question.

It is Enbridge's understanding that the Government of Ontario views the
$t

Enbri

on
00 million maximum GIF spending by the two Utilities as being a "down payment"
its Climate Change Action Plan. GIF has an expiry of the end of 2018 so it does

not operate over the term of the compliance period. While not relevant forthe
purposes of this proceeding as no GIF costs are being included in Enbridge's
Compliance Plan, in the interests of being responsive, the maximum total spend by

dge under the GIF is $58 million

Witnesses: A.Langstaff
J. Murphy
F. Oliver-Glasford
J. Tideman
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BOMA INTERROGATORY #11

INTERROGATORY

lssue 1.4

Ref: Compliance Plan

EGD has stated that it ineluded no eustomer abatement aetivities incremental to DSM,
save for the GIF program, savings from no new activity, no savings for long-term
investments, and no offsets in its 2017 plan. When does EGD anticipate a secondary
market for allowance/credit will be available to buy, sell, and trade allowance, in
Ontario?

RESPONSE

The secondary market for allowances and credits is alreafly active
Emission Allowance (::OCA') with a delivery datq of December 201
bought, sold and kaded on the lntercontinental Exchange ("lCEl').

Witnesses: A. Langstaff
J. Murphy
F. Oliver-Glasford

An Onta¡io,
7 can now be
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BOMA INTERROGATORY #7

INTERROGATORY

lssue 1

Ref: EB-2016-0300, Exhibit C, Tab 3, Schedule 4, p2 of 7

Preamble: ln 2016 Enbridge entered into an agreement with the Ministry of Energy
("MOE") to offer an advanced home energy audit and retrofit program over the course of
three years through the GlF. The primary objective of this program is to help
homeowners save on their energy bills year after year while also reducing overall GHG
emissions. The whole home retrofit program was designed to be similar to Enbridge's
existing DSM offer, the Home Energy Conservation program, and is available to all
customers regardless of primary fuel type. ln addition, the funding was also meant to
increase the deployment of the Adaptive Thermostats offer, also consistent with the
Company's DSM program, as well as funding to pursue educational and behaviogral-
based,GHG reductions.'

Given:the similarity of the whole home retrofit program to its Home Energy
Conservation, how will Enbridge determine which savings are incremental?

Witnesses: M. Lister
J. Tideman

RESPONSE

Please refer to LIEN lnterrogatory #3(b) filed at Exhibit l.1.EGDI.LlEN.3
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RESPONSE

(a) The scope and process for the DSM Mid-Term Review will ultimately be determined
by the Board. At a minimum, Enbridge's expectation for the scope of the Mid-Term
review would include the items set out in Schedule D of the February 24,2016 DSM
Decision (EB-2015-0049), as v'¡ell as the tunctron of llStul and any rncremental
energy efficiency activity within Compliance Planning needs or requirements. Since
the DSM Framework and the DSM Decision were released prior to the release of
Government policies and legislation with respect to climate change goals, as well t
as prior to the'introduction of Cap and Trade, an important function of the Mid-Terr/
review should also be to ensure alignment among goals, expectations, and d
intended outcomes.

(b) Enbridge anticipates that stakeholder opinions will be sought, and that the Ontario
Energy Board will determine who are the necessary participants to the Mid-Term
Review.

(c) & (d) Enbridge has been considering options around merging the two Frameworks
at a conceptual level only. Enbridge expects that the issue of convergence, or not,
will be a discussion within the DSM Mid-Term review. Enbridge has not conducted
any detailed coslbenefit analyses.

Witnesses: M. Lister
F. Oliver-Glasford
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Re:

l\n linbridge Cornpanl..

Septernber 1,2017

Ms. Kirsten Walli
Board Secretary
Ontario Energy Board
2300 Yonge Street, 27th Floor
Toronto, ON M4P lE4

Dear Ms. Walli

EB-2017-0127 -Union Gas Limited - DSM Mid-Term Review - Part One
Submission

Enclosed is Union Gas Limited's submission for Part One of the Mid-Term Review of the 2Ol5-
2020 Demand side Management Framework for Natural Gas Distributors.

If you have any questions conceming this subrnission, please contact me at (519) 436-4558.

Yours truly,

loriginal Signed byl

Adam Stiers
Manage¡, Regulatory Initiatives

c.c.: Myriam Seers (Torys)
Valerie Bennett, OEB Case Manager
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DSM MID-TERM REVIBW

PART ONE: SUBMISSION OF UNION GAS LIMITED

5 On June 20, 2017 lhe Ontario Energy Board ("OEB") issued a letter outlining the consultation

6 process by which it will undertake the Mid-Term Review of the 2015-2020 Demand Side

7 Management ("DSM") Framework for Natural Gas Distributors (the "DSM Framework"). The

B letter stated that the Mid-Term Review will be separated into two parts. In the first part, the OEB

9 will undertake a review of the OEB-approved20l5-2020 DSM Framework in the context of the

10 Cap-and-Trade program. The second part requires submission of the DSM Mid-Tenn studies

11 and reports as set out in the OEB's DSM Decision on Union's 2015-2020 DSM Plan.t Thi. i.

12 Union Gas Limited's ("IJnion") submission for part one of the Mid-Tem Review.

13

14 This submission is organized according to the two issues that the OEB invited parties to

15 comment on as follows:

16 1. Ovewiew

17 2. Issue I - The Retationship Between the Cnrrent Suite of DSM Programs and Actual Cap-and-

1B Tracle Activities of Customers with their ttwn Cctm.plitmce Obligutiuns

19 2.1. Background

20 2.2. Relationship Between DSM and Customer Cap-and-Trade Activities

21 2.3. Conclusions

22 3. Issue 2 The Attribution of Costs and Savings to Ratepayer-Fundecl DSM Programs where

23 Natural Gas Utílities Offer Carbon Abqtement Progrants in the Market

' gn-zots-ooz9, Decision and order
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7

3.1. Background

3.2. Attribution Between DSM and Other Sources of Influence

3.2.1. Partnership Attribution

3.2.2. Net-to-Gross Adjustments

3.3. Developrnent of Incremental Energy Conservation Programs

3.4. Maintaining Aggressive Pursuance of DSM Programs

3.5. Conclusions

8

9t. Ov EW

10 The introduction of Ontario's Cap-and-Trade program in20l7 has transformed the energy

1l conseryation landscape and imposed challenging greenhouse gas ("GHG") emissions reduction

12 targets. Union's submission explores the complimentary nature of Union's current suite of DSM

13 programs and Ontario's Cap-and-Trade program, it outlines the actions that regulators must take

14 to ensure the unique co-existence of these programs and it encourages changes to the existing

15 DSM Framework to facilitate its adaptation to the new energy conservation landscape. Union

16 requests that all recommendations and changes within its submission be made effective for the

l7 2018 DSM program year.

18

19 Union's existing DSM programs reduce customers' energy consumption and subsequently

20 customers' energy costs and Cap-and-Trade compliance costs. By reducing energy

2l consumption, DSM programs reduce Cap-and-Trade compliance costs for all customers

22 regardless of who manages their compliance obligation. In order for Ontario's GHG emissions

23 reduction targets to be met, regulators and govemment must clearly distinguish ratepayer-funded
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1 DSM programs from incremental government-funded Cap-and-Trade programs to ensure that

2 these programs remain complimentary and not cannibalistic.

3

4 With regard to the existing DSM Framework, the outdated DSM shareholder incentive

5 mechanism must be enhanced to reflect a new and more complex energy conservation landscape.

6 To accomplish this, the OEB must fairly recognize any reduction in energy consumption and

7 adequately incent the utilities to aggressively pursue further DSM opportunitics. Similarly, thc

8 OEB should eliminate the increase to utility DSM targets directed in its Decision and Order on

9 the utilities 2015-2020 DSM Plans or else direct a corresponding increase to budgets in order to

l0 enable the utilities to fund additional customer participation.2 Finally, evaluation and audit

11 processes must evolve to reflect the increasingly complex energy conservation landscape. This

12 includes shifting to a standardized net-to-gross adjustment methodology.

13

t4
15

r6

2. Issut 1 _ Tnn RnuanoNsmp BETIqEEN THE CURRENT SUITE OII DSM PROGRAMS AND

AcTu,¿L C¿p-¿Ivo.Tn¿DE ACTIVITIES oF CUSToMERS WITH THEIR OWIV CO¡IIPLIANCE

OsLrc¿rtorvs

17 2.1 BacrcnouNo

18 Union is committed to identifying all options that support Ontario's GHG reduction goals,

lg including the design and delivery of energy conservation programs. Union's current DSM

20 porttblio consists of energy conservation programs that help customerS (residentiãI, commercial

2l and industrial) reduce their energy consumption and costs. For two decades, Union's DSM

' Pg-ZOts-0029, Decision and Order, p. 66
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programs have saved approximately 8.7 billion lifetime m3 of natural gas, equivalent to 16.3 Mt

CO2e, by providing:

1. Education, to inform customers of potential energy conservation activities within their

home or facility;

2. Technical expertise, to help identify and to support the implementation of specific energy

conservation projects within the customer's home or facility; and,

3. Financial incentives, to ofßet the upfront costs associated with implementing energy

conseryation projects, making it more likely customers will undertake a project.

10 Similarly, Union's DSM marketing efforts, which include mass-market initiatives (such as bill-

11 insefts and website content) as well as one-on-one relationships via utility account managers, are

12 an integral part of promoting energy conservation activities throughout the province.

t3

14 2.2 P.nr¡^ttoNsHrp Bnrwsp.N f)SM r¡¡n CaP-aNo-TRADE ACTIVITIES

1 5 With the introduction of Ontario' s Regulatory Framework for the Assessment of Costs of

16 Natural Gas Utilities' Cap and Trade Activities (the "Cap-and-Trade Framework") tn2016,

17 followed by the implementation of Ontario's Cap-and-Trade program in20l7 , the province has

18 established challenging GHG emissions reduction targets. Union's DSM programming, current

19 and future, will be one tool to meet these targets, as the reduction of our cÌstomers' natural gas

20 consumption via energy conservation programs directly results in a reduction of their GHG

2l emissions. Fufthermore, when a customer implements an energy conservation project via a utility

22 DSM program, the customer avoids not only future energy costs, but also future Cap-and-Trade
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I compliance costs. In other words, any DSM program that provides an economic benefit by

2 reducing energy c.onsnmption will now also provide an economic benefit hy reclucing the cost of

3 GHG emissions. As the cost of GHG emissions increases over time, the economic benefit of

4 DSM programs will also increase.

5

6 The economic benefit of utility DSM programs is applicable to both types of customers as

7 defined by the Cap-and-Tratle Frarrrework: custonrers with tlteit owtt conpliance obligations

B (large final emitters, capped participants and voluntary participants); and customers whose

9 compliance obligations are managetl tly Union. At this tirrre, Uniou does not see any value iu

i0 differentiating DSM programs based on who is responsible for the customer's Cap-and-Trade

11 compliance obligations. Instead, DSM program design and/or program eligibility should be

12 determined based on customers' operational and behavioural characteristics, consistent with

13 Union's current approach. For example, if Union were to modify the DSM program for large

14 volume customers, rate classes should be used to distinguish customer eligibility t'or the revtsed

15 program (as opposed to who manages the customer's Cap-and-Trade compliance obligations), as

16 they more appropriately reflect customer characteristics.

t7

18 2.3 CoNcr-usroNs

I9 In summary:

1. Union has been committed to energy conservation for two clecades t]rough its suite of

DSM programs. Union's current suite of DSM programs directly supports customer Cap-

and-Trade activities by providing education, technical expefiise, and financial incentives

20

21

22
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to facilitate energy conselation projects. DSM programs reduce customer's energy costs,

as well as their GHG emissions and subsequently their Cap-and-Trade compliance costs.

2. By reducing consumption, DSM programs support the reduction of Cap-and-Trade

compliance costs for customers that manage their own compliance obligations and for

customers whose compliance obligations are managed by Union.

3. Union does not believe that there is any value in differentiating program design based on

who manages the compliance obligations. Instead, DSM programs should be designed

based on customers' unique operational and behavioural characteristics, consistent with

Union's current approach to DSM program design.

3. Issup 2 - Tnn ArrnrcurloN oF Cosrs ¿uo S¿vtNcs ro RATEpAyER-Fuuonn DSM
Pnoen¿us vHERE NATURAL GAS Urntnns Oprnn C¿nnorv Ag¿TEMENT PRuGRAMS rN THE
M,snKpr

11

I2
13

14 3.1 BacrcRouND

i 5 The DSM Framework provides a tested, transparent, and streamlined process for the utilities to

16 design and deliver ratepayer-funded energy conservation programs using OEB-approved

17 methodologies. Furthermore, the DSM Framework enables collaborative assessment of the

l8 utilities' energy conselation program plans and results by the OEB and interested stakeholders.

19 With the implementation of Ontario's Cap-and-Trade program in2077, a second framework has

20 been created to support the evaluation of utility carbon abatement as a compliance option. The

2l Cap-and-Trade program provides additional options for incremental energy conservation

22 programs.

23
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I 3.2 ArrRrsurroN Brrwppx DSM aNo OIUER SouRc¡s op INRI-u¡NcE

2 Savings related to ratepayer-funded DSM programs and other sources of influence (including

3 other energy conservation programs) should be attributed to those influences respectively. With

4 respect to the attribution of costs and savings between DSM and other sources of influence, it is

5 Union's view that there are two concepts to consider, partnership attribution and net-to-gross

6 adjustments.

7

B 3.2.I PeRrNsRsHrp ArrRteurroN

9 Union defines partnership attribution as the attribution of costs and savings befween a utility

10 DSM program and other partnered sources of funding, outside of the DSM Framework. For

11 example, Union currently administers the enhanced Home Reno Rebate Offering, a program that

12 is funded by ratepayers through the DSM Framework as well as by the provincial govetnment

13 through the Green Investment Fund. In this case, a partnership attribution agreement exists

14 between the utility ancl the provincial govemment that sets out how the costs ancl savings

15 resulting from the program will be attributed to each partner. The partnership attribution

16 agreement was informed by the OEB's Filing Guidelines to the Demand Side Management

l7 Framework for Natural Gas Distributors (2015 -2020) (the "Guidelines"). Specifically, the

18 Guidelines state: 3

19 "Attributiorl oJ savings between rale-regulatccl natural gas tûilitics and other porLies (e.g.,

20 governnrcnts, tlon-rate-regulated private sector, etc.) should be based primarily on the

2l shares established in a partnership agreement reached prior to the progrant's launch. "

t ge-zot+-ot¡4, Guidelines, p.22.
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Union also filed a summary of the parlnership attribution agreement with the OEB prior to the

launch of the program,4 as per direction from the Guidelines: s

" The natural gas utilities are also expected to file expected spending for each of the partners

participating in the delivery of the program beJore the program is launched and the actual

amount spent by each partner within each program year has talcen plece. "

Union's view is that the current partnership attribution process set out in the Guidelines is

appropriate and should be maintained going forward for all partnerships between ratepayer-

funded DSM programs and other partnered sources of funding (including Climate Change Action

Plan ("CCAP"), GreenON, and federal programs), for two reasons:

1. It provides the utilities the ability to leverage ratepayer-funded DSM programs using

other sources of funding, resulting in enhanced energy conservation for customers; and,

2. It ensures reasonable attribution outcomes are reached, as all involved parties are

required to agree to their share of the costs and benefits from the program.

16 Further, Union submits that the attribution outcome should be accepted by the OEB provided

17 that all involved parlies agree to the attribution of costs and benefits from the programs.

l8

aES-ZOtS-0029, Union Leuer (July 28,2016)
t EB-2014-o i34, Guideline s, p,22.
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| 3.2.2 N¡r-ro-GRoss Ao.lusrvsNrs

2 Net-to-gross acljustments (which inc.hrcle free-ridership ancl spillover adjustments), attribute

3 savings specifically influenced by an energy conservation program. For example, if the deemed

4 savings for a high-efficiency technology offered by a program is 100 m3 of natural gas per year,

5 and the net-to-gross adjustment is 0.9, then the program would only claim 90 m3 of nafural gas

6 per year towards its results. It would therefore be assumed that the remaining 10 m3 is attributed

I to non-partnered, outside influences 'anúlor customers who would have installed the measurc

8 regardless of having received an incentive to do so.

9

l0 Historically, net-to-gross adjustments have been determined for natural gas utilities in Ontario

11 via self-reported studies where a sample of past program participants are asked whether their

12 participation was attributable to the program. With the launch of Ontario's Cap-and-Trade

l3 program in 2017 and the corresponding influx of delivery agents administering energy

14 conservation programs in the province, the energy conservation landscape has become more

l5 complex. As a result of this complexity, it is increasingly difficult for participants to identify

16 exactly what influenced their decision to undertake an energy conservation project. Energy

17 conservation influences in Ontario now include:

l8 l. Nalural gas DSM programs;

l9 2. Electricity Conservation and Demand Management ("CDM") programs;

20 3. Government-funded energy conservation programs (including CCAP and GreenON);

21 and,

22 4. Increasing energy prices due to the Cap-and-Trade program.

z)
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I Further, energy conselation program expefis across North America have identified fundarnental

2 concetns with the effectiveness of measuring net-to-gross adjustments using the self-reported

3 methodology. Research Into Action Inc.,6 with input from expert Dr. Jane Peters, set out these

4 concerns in its August 2077 report to Enbridge Gas Distribution ("Enbridge"), which Union has

5 reviewed. Union expects this report will be filed by Enbridge in its DSM Mid-Terrn submission

6 due at the same time as this submission. Research Into Action Inc. states that the self-reported

7 methodology can lead to inaccurate net-to-gross adjustments, due to the following:

B ¡ Difficulty for participants to accurately attribute energy conservation decisions between

9 fhemselves and the energy conservation program.

l0 . Difficulty for participants to identify the hypothetical alternative (i.e. what energy

11 conselation decisions would they have made absent the energy conservation program).

12 . Tendency for participants to rationalize past decisions in ways that are consistent with

13 their current attitude, as opposed to their prior attitude. For example, if a participant has

14 become more energy-conscious due to the energy conservation program's influence,

15 when asked to self-report the programs' influence on previous decisions they are more

16 likely to consider their current attitude towards energy conservation, as oppose to their

17 attitude at the time of the decision.

1B . Tendency for participants to provide socially desirable responses. For example, if the

19 participant believes it is socially desirable to be energy-conscious, they may respond to a

20 self-reported survey in a way that indicates they would have done the "right" thing

6 Research Into Action Inc. is a social rnarketing and evaluation resealcÌr fu'rn headquartered in Oregon, specializing
in evaluation research and r¡arket assessrnent design and analysis services in the fields ofenelgy efficiency,
lenewable energy and natulal resource management.
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themselves - even if it was in fact the energy conservation program that influenced their

behaviour.

Difficulty for participants to recognize all elements of the energy conservation program's

influence. For example, the participant may not be aware of the utility's marketing efforts

towards contractors or equipment vendors, which may have indirectly influenced their

behaviour.

B Union's recent experience with self-reported net-to-gross studies has shown that their cost is

9 disproportionate to the value they provide, such that they burden ratepayers with unnecessary

l0 costs that could be better spent on other more effective evaluation activities. For example, the

l1 most recent self-reported net-to-gross study is expected to cost ratepayers approximately

12 $500,000.7 Furthermore, the nature of the self-reported methodology (requiring surueys to be

13 commissioned after the program year has concluded) delays the utilities' ability to finalizo

14 program results, financial reporting, and ultimately to dispose of deferral account balances in a

15 timely manner. This is evident in the case of the utilities outstanding 2015 DSM evaluation and

16 audit results which are delayed in part due to post-program evaluation practices including

17 completion and implementation of the self-reported net-to-gross sfudy noted above.

1B

19 The 2015 DSM evaluation and audit process is more than a year behind schedule and lacks the

20 efficiency, collaboration, tralìsparency, stability and predictability claimed by the OEB as paft of

7 The 2017 study deterrnined net-to-gross adjustrnents for Unior.r and Enbridge's custom program offelings in the
Cornrnercial/lndustrial and Large Volurne customer tnat'kets.
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I its justification for assuming control of the proces. s Th" OEB still has not released the 2015

2 Final Evaluation and Audit Reporl and, as Union understands it today, this report may be subject

3 to amendment in order to incorporate the outstanding spillover results of a net-to-gross study.

4 The OEB informed the utilities on'August 29, 2017 that the results of the spillover portion of the

5 net-to-gross study will not be available until January 2018. This regulatory instability and

6 inefficiency negatively impacts Union's ratepayers and discredits the evaluation and audit

7 process. Fufther, this delay is cause for concern for both Union with regard to financial reporting

B and for ratepayers who will bear the burden of disposition of 2015 DSM defenal balances in

9 2018.

10

I I Finally, using the self-reported methodology to retroactively adjust the utilities' DSM results

12 creates an unstable environment for the utilities, the OEB, and non-utility stakeholders to assess

13 cuffent and future DSM programming. At a time when energy conservation programs are

14 becoming increasingly important to meeting Ontario's GHG emissions reduction targets, the

15 ambiguity caused by potential retroactive adjustments unnecessarily impedes the utilities' ability

16 to optimize GHG emissions reduction plans.

17

IB For these reasons, Union submits that it is no longer reasonable to utilize the self-reporled

methodology to determine net-to-gross adjustments. Union requests that the OEB modify the

net-to-gross adjustment methodology for the current DSM Framework to a standard net-to-gross

t9

20

8 gg-ZOt+-Ot¡4, Union Submission, p. 38; EB-201 4-0134, Reporl of the Board, Section 7
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1 adjustment for all programs within the range of 0.7 to 0.8, excluding Union's Low-Income,

2 Market Transformation and Large Volume Direct Access programs which should not be

3 subjected to net-to-gross adjustments due to their unique characteristics. Altematively, the OEB

4 could direct the development of a negotiated adjustment by customer market via initiation of an

5 Evaluation Advisory Committee ("EAC") led process, applicable for the remainder of the 2015-

6 2020 DSM Framework period and adjust as required for each subsequent DSM Framework

7 period.e Th" ."qu"sted approach would significantly reducc ratcpaycr costs (both capital and

8 resource) associated with determining net-to-gross adjustments, it would eliminate the outdated

9 self-reported methodology for natural gas utilities in Ontario and it would avoid continued delay

10 ofannual evaluation and audit processes and subsequent disposition ofDSM deferral accounts.

11

12 3.3 Drvploplr¡ENr op INcn¡vrsNrRI- ENeRcv CoNsERvarIoN PRocRevs

13 Union supports tho development and implementation of incremental energy conservation

14 programs through the Cap-and-Trade program. In fact, the OEB provided the utilities the tools

15 (Marginal Abatement Cost Curve ("MACC") and the Long Term Carbon Price Forecast)

1 6 necessary for the assessment of the cost-effectiveness of Cap-and-Trade abatement programs. l0

17 Through thorough analysis using these tools, Union has determined that there are no cost-

18 effective incremental energy conservation programs that would be prudent to pursue at this time.

eThe EAC consists oflepresentatives fiom OEB Staft Union and Enblidge, non-utility stakeholders, independent
experts, and tl.re Independent Electlicity Systern Operator, as well as observers fi'orn the Envilonmental
Cornmissionel of Ontario ancl the Ministry of Enelgy. The purpose of the EAC is to provide input and advice with
respect to DSM evaluatiolt.
r0 The MACC and Long Term Carbon Price Forecast were cornpleted for the OEB by ICF and wele leleased on

May 31, 2017 and July 20,2017 respectively.
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1 As evident by the Minister of Energy's directive to the Independent Electricity System Operator

2 ("IESO") on Augus| 4,2017, as well as by recent GreenON Requests for Proposals ("RFP"), the

3 provincial government has begun commissioning Cap-and-Trade energy conservation programs

4 thafduplicate the utilities' DSM programs. In the August 4,2017letter, the Minister of Energy

5 outlined a directive for the IESO to collaborate with the GreenON to: rr

6 "support, directly or through contracted third parties, the design cmd delivery of Green

7 Ontario Fund Programs with a foctts on reducing greenhouse gas etnissions associated with

8 energy usage and energy sources from Ontario residences and businesses, such as:

9 c Residential Direct Install and Energ,, Review

10 . Province-wide Smart Thermostat Rebate Progrcmt

11 . Low Carbon Technologt Incentives Program þr Hotnes cmd Multi-Unit Residential

12 Buildings

13 . Low Carbon Technology Incentives Progrctmfor Sntctll cmd Mediutn-Sized

14 Commercial Businesses

15 o Direct Install and Energy Review for Manufucturing Small and Medium-Size

16 Enterprises

17 . Programs targeted to on-reserve Indigenous cttstomers

18 . Programs targeted to low-income customers"

19 As an example of duplicative programming, the IESO has issued an RFP for the delivery of the

20 Residential Direct Install and Energy Review program listed above, which competes directly

I I http://www.ieso.calcorpolate-ieso/ministerial-directives
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with Enbridge's Home Energy Conservation program and Union's enhanced Home Reno Rebate

Offering.r2

Union submits that in order for Ontario's GHG emissions reduction targets to be met it is crucial

that regulators and government clearly distinguish ongoing DSM programs from new Cap-and-

Trade programs, by ensuring Cap-and-Trade programs are truly incremental to existing DSM

programs. Union's pt-rsition is supportctl by Ontario's Envil'urunental Couulrissiottet, who states

in an AugusI2017 reporl " Given its climate mitigation potential, funding.þr gos conservotion is

also being mnde available by the Ontario governmenlfrom cap und lrude proceetls. Cureful

oversight will be needed to ensure that these initíatives do not conflict and thctt utility progrcutts

contitnte to be delivered ffictively".13

l0

1l

l2

13 In order to advance the development of incremental energy conselation programs while

14 ensuring that these initiatives do not conflict with the utility's DSM programs, a new approach

15 should be considered. This approach could include utilizing funds from government (i.e. CCAP,

16 GreenON, federal programs) to advance programs that otherwise would not proceed within the

17 DSM Framework. For example, the existing DSM Framework requires energy conselation

I B programs to provide more societal benefit than they cost to implement, measured using a Total

19 Resource Cost Plus ("TRC-Plus") result of greater than 0.7 for Lorv-Income programs artcl 1.0

l2 The GreenON Resiciential Direct Install and Energy Review pl'ograln offers direct installation of srnart

thelrnostats ili residential homes, while the utility prograrns offel a rebate to residential customel's for the purchase
of a smart thelrnostat.
r3 E,nvil'onrnental Colnlnissioner of Ontario, August 2017 - Annual Energy Conservation Progless Report 2016/2017
(Volurne Two), p. 11.
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for all other progru-r.14 As noted above, there are no cost-effective incremental energy

conseruation programs to pursue as part of Ontario's Cap-and-Trade program. However, by

eliminating these cost-effectiveness constraints for incremental government-funded energy

conservation programs, new opportunities can be explored and implemented through the

provincial Cap-and-Trade program without conflicting with the utilities' DSM programs.

Fufthetmore, Union will continue to support the advancement of incremental energy

conservation programs, including pursuing a role in the delivery of future programs, in

partnership with the government.

3.4 MaINTAINING AccREsslv¡ PuRsuaNcp or DSM PRocRavs

11 In order for Ontario's GHG reduction goals to be met, it is essential that Union continues to

12 aggressively pursue DSM program development and implementation in addition to supporting

13 the development of incremental energy conservation programs.

l4

15 In the OEB's DSM Framework, the OEB stated that " [toJ elJëctively motivate the gas utilities to

16 both actively and fficiently pursue DSM savings and to recognize exemplary performance, the

17 Board considers it appropriate to continue making a shareholder incentive available. "l5 Union

18 submits that an effective shareholder incentive mechanism for natural gas utilities in Ontario is a

19 critical part of aggressively pursuing DSM results.

20

ra Market Transformation progralns are not subjected to the TRC-Plus test.

't EB-2014-0134, Report ofthe Boald, p. 20.
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When the current DSM Framework and shareholder incentive mechanism were established in

2014,Ontario's Cap-and-Trade program did not exist. At the time, few if any energy

conservation programs competed with utility DSM programs for customer participation. As a

result, Union's ability to achieve a reasonable shareholder incentive relied solely on its ability to

increase customer participation. As such, the current shareholder incentive mechanism is

designed in a manner that awards the majority of the shareholder incentive for above-target

achievemeut, with no shareh,¡lder incentive available below 759'o scorecald achievement.

9 With the introduction of the Cap-and-Trade program (and subsequently GreenON) in2017,

10 achieving customer participation in DSM programs is becoming increasingly difficult due to the

1 1 influx of competing energy conservation programs. In general, each customer has a limited

12 amount of discretionary funding available to invest in energy conservation projects. Therefore,

13 customers now need to choose which programs to participate in, instead of simply choosing

14 whether or not to partrcrpate. 'l'hrs concern rs amphlied grven that GreenON rs expected to fund

15 energy conservation programs at budget levels significantly higher than those available for DSM

\6 programs. This provides GreenON programs the ability to offer more lucrative customer

17 incentives, attracting customer participation towards projects eligible under those programs, and

18 away from projects eligible under Union's DSM programs. For example, the GreenON

19 Residential Direct Install ancl Energy Review program has $40 million in fi.rnc1ing for just one

20 residential measure over a seven-month term. In comparison, LJnion's annual 2017 DSM budget
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for all measures and programs, across all customer markets, is $58.5 million.l6 To date the

approximate total for energy efficiency (or conselation) funding through GreenON is $21B

million. Upon release of Ontario's CCAP (June 2016), ICF Canada estimated that $l.B billion of

the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change's ("MOECC") estimated $8.3 billion in

CCAP funds would be used to fund energy efficiency (or conservation) programs.

7 Unless adjustments are made to the utilities' shareholder incentive mechanism, the changes in

8 the energy conservation landscape discussed above will significantly impede the utilities' ability

9 to successfully deliver DSM programs in the final years of the 2015-2020 DSM Framework.

l0 Consistent with the OEB's guidance in the DSM Framework, Union expects that shareholder

11 incentives should "talce into consideration the relative dfficulty in achieving other goals the

12 Board expects the gas tttilities to achieve (e.g., programs that deliver long-term savings,

13 ctccessible low-ittconte programs, integration and coordination with electricity conservation

14 programs, conservation first in infrastructure planning, etc.) " .17 In order to ensure aggressive

15 pursuance of DSM results in light of increasing pressure from competing energy conservation

16 programs, Union requests that the OEB adjust the shareholder incentive mechanism in the

17 following ways:

18 1. Remove the minimu m 75%o scorecard result required for shareholder earnings -

19 The utilities' initial DSM program results are not recognized until a 75o/o scorecard result

20 is achieved. However, the energy conselation and corresponding GHG emissions

'u EB-2015-0029, Decision and Older, Schedule A.
ti EB-2014-0134, Report of the Board, p. 9.
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1 reductions associated with these results are as valuable as those achieved beyond fhe75o/o

2 Lhreshold. Prior to the implementation of the Cap-ancl-Tracle program an<l coresponding

3 GreenON programs, stretching the utility's DSM achievements beyond the 75o/o target in

4 order to earn an incentive could be seen as reasonable. While Union will continue to

5 pursue above-target achievement, new pressures from govemment-funded programs will

6 make this increasingly difficult. This change ensures that where meaningful DSM results

7 are achievecl by a utility, there arc atlequate ct-rrrespt-rrrding irroenlives awaltletl, clsutittg

8 continued focus on all available energy savings in Ontario.

9 2. Reverse the distribution of shareholtler incentive above/below each scurecard target,

10 resulting in 600/, of the maximum incentive to be earned at target, and the

11 remaining 40"/o earned above target - This change more appropriately rewards at-

12 target achievement in a new and increasingly competitive landscape where above-target

13 achievement is not possible due to pressure from competing programs.

14 The results of these changes are outlined in Table I below.

15

I6
t7

Table 1

Result of Proposed Shareholder Incentive Mechanism Changes

Scorecard
Achievement

Current Maximum Shareholder
Incentive Achieved

Proposed Maximum Shareholder
Incentive Achieved

0% 0% 0%
2s% 0% ts%
s0% 0a/, 300,/o

7s% 0% 45%
100% 40% 60%
125% 70% 80%
rs0% t00% 100%

18
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1 Furlherrnore, in an effort to revise the 2015-2020 DSM Framework given the new energy

2 conservation landscape discussed above, Union requests that the OEB alleviate pressure from the

3 utility's DSM scorecard targets caused by the OEB's direction to increase targets by l0%.18 This

4 decision was made by the OEB in January 2016,prror to the introduction of Ontario's Cap-and-

5 Trade program, when stretching the utilities' targets could be considered reasonable. It is

6 Union's view, however, that an increase to targets without a conesponding increase to budgets

7 (to accommodate for the additional customer incentives required to achieve the increased targets)

8 is not appropriate. Union requests that the OEB reduce Union's targets by l0o/o, effective for the

9 2018 DSM programyear. Alternatively, if the OEB prefers to maintain the target increase, the

l0 OEB could instead increase lJnion's DSM budgetby l0o/o, effective for the 2018 DSM program

I I year, providing Union the ability to fund the additional parlicipation (via customer incentives)

12 required to achieve the increased targets.

13

14 3.5 CoNcI-USIoNS

15 In summary:

1. In order for Ontario's GHG emissions reduction targets to be met it is crucial that

regulators and government clearly distinguish ongoing DSM programs from nascent Cap-

and-Trade programs. Government funds (i.e. CCAP, GreenON, federal programs) should

be used to advance incremental energy conservation programs that otherwise would not

proceed within the existing DSM Framework (i.e. programs that do not pass DSM cost-

t6

t7

1B

t9

20

'8 EB-2015-0029, Decision and order', p.66.
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effectiveness requirements).

2. For attribution hetween a utility DSM program and other partnerert sources of Íìrnding

(including CCAP, GreenON, and federal programs), the existing partnership attribution

process as outlined in the OEB's Guidelines is appropriate and should be maintained.

3. The existing self-reported net-to-gross adjustment methodology is costly and ineffective.

Therefore, the net-to-gross adjustment methodology should be modified to a standard

atljustrnent for all programs within thc rarge uf 0.7 tu 0.8, excluding Urtion's Low-

Income, Market Transformation and Large Volume Direct Access programs which

shoultl not be subjectcd to net-tt-r-gruss adjushnents.

4. The existing shareholder incentive should be enhanced to account for the changing

landscape in energy conservation programs in Ontario. Specifically, Union is requesting

that the OEB remove the 75Yo minimum scorecard threshold for earnings, and reverse the

distribution ofshareholder incentive above/below each scorecard target. This results in

60% of thè maximum incentive to be earned atlargetand the remaining 40Vo of'the

maximum incentive to be earned above target.

5. The OEB's January 2016 decision to increase Union's targets by l0o/o, without a

corresponding increase to budgets (to accommodate for the additional customer

incentives required to achieve the increased targets), is not appropriate. Union requests

that the OEB reduce Union's targets by l0o,/o, effectir¡e for the 2018 DSM program year.

Altematively, Union requests that the OEB increase Union's DSM budgetby l0o/o,

effective for the 2018 DSM program year, providing the utility the ability to fund the

additional participation (via customer incentives) required to achieve the increased

targets.
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Bonn¡e Jean Adams
Regulatory Coordinalor
Regulatory Affairs

tel 416-495-5499
lax 416-495-6072

Enbridge Gas D¡str¡bution
500 Consumers Road
North York, Ontar¡o M2J 1PB
Canada

September 1, 2017

EGDRegulatoryProceedings@enbridge.com

VIA COURIER AND RESS

Ms. Kirsten Walli
Board Secretary
Ontario Energy Board
f300 Yonge Street, 27th Floor
Toronto, Ontario
l\A4P 1F4

Dear Ms. Walli

Ontario Energy Board
EB-2017-0127 IEB-2017-0128 - DSM Mid-Term Review
Comments of Enbridoe Gas Distri n lnc.

ln accordance with the ontario Energy Board's letter issued on June 20,2e17,
enclosed please find the submission of Enbridge Gas Distribution lnc.

Please contact the undersigned if you have any questions

Sincerely,

(Original Signed)

Bonnie Jean Adams
Regulatory Coordinator

Attach.

Re
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Executive Summary

On January 20,2016, the Ontario Energy Board ("the Board" or "the OEB') issued

its Decision and Order regarding Enbridge Gas Distribution lnc.'s ("Enbridge" or the

"Company") and Union Gas Ltd.'s ("Union") 2015 to 2020 Demand Side

Management ("DSM") Plans in EB-2015-0029/0049. The Board's Decision and

Order characterized the DSM Mid-Term Review to be undertaken before June of

2018 as an opportunity to, "assess performance on annual metrics, budget levels,

impact on customer rates and shareholder incentives. The mid{erm review will

also allow the OEB to consider the DSM Framework relative to the overall energy

conservation landscape, including any new or revised government direction."l

ln its subsequent letter dated June 20, 2017 , the Board clarified that the DSM Mid-

Term Review would include "... review of the DSM Framework in the context of the

Cap and Trade Program."2 The letter further requested that by written submission

on September 1, 2017 interested parties comment on two issues. First, the OEB

requested comments regarding "Consideration of the relationship between the

current suite of DSM programs and actual C&T activities of customers with their

own compliance obligations."3 Second, the OEB requested comments regarding

"Consideration of the attribution of costs and savings to ratepayer-funded DSM

programs where natural gas utilities offer carbon abatement programs in the

market."4

3. The following submission responds to the two specific issues highlighted in the

Board's June 20, 2017 letter. ln specific response to the second issue identified by

the Board, Enbridge highlights the impact that Cap and Trade has had on the DSM

tEg-z}l5-0029/0049, Decision and Order, January 20,2016, p.B5
' EB-2017-012710128, DSM Mid-Term Review, June 20, 2017, p.2t tbic, p. 3
o lbiri

2
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Framework, and offers recommendations to better align the DSM Framework with

the Cap and Trade Framework as part of the Board's review.

ln sum, Enbridge believes that Cap and Trade has increased the complexity of

Ontario's energy efficiency landscape, while simultaneously increasing the

importance of regulated DSM. While the number of agents involved in energy

efficiency is increasing, the Cap and Trade Program has also increased the value

proposition of DSM for ratepayers and positioned DSM as an essential component

of the cost-effective management of Enbridge's customers' greenhouse gas

("GHG') emissions. ln order to maximize the benefits of DSM within the context of

a carbon-priced environment Enbridge believes it is essential to modernize the

policies of the DSM Framework to align with the Cap and Trade Framework and the

new reality that Cap and Trade has created.

Both Framework alignment and value for ratepayers will be maximized where

ratepayer and shareholder benefits are closely linked, ensuring that both of these

parties realize meaningful benefits through the aggressive reduction of energy use

and GHG emissions amongst Enbridge's customers. The following proposed

solutions, outlined in greater detail within the body of this submission, represent the

best available opportunities to achieve this alignment and maximize benefits for all

parties:

i. Modernize the approach to calculating and applying net to gross values to

reflect the complex policy environment created by Cap and Trade;

ii. Re-align DSM budgets and targets to recognize the increased need for a

robust DSM presence in the energy efficiency market as a result of Cap

and Trade; and

¡ii. Align the timing and magnitude of benefits as between shareholders and

ratepayers by revising the weighted scorecard incentive formula,

maintaining the annual incentive cap of $10.45 million per utility approved

by the Board.

5
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INTRODUCTION

The first regulatory framework governing DSM activities in Ontario's natural gas

sector was established in 1993 under EBO 169-lll. Since that time, Enbridge has

been an ardent supporter of the efficient use of natural gas and the associated

reductions in GHG emissions which the Company helps facilitate. Between 1995

and the end of 2016, Enbridge helped its customers save approximately 1 1 .1 billion

m3 of natural gas; the equivalent of 20.8 million tonnes of atmospheric carbon

dioxide.s The Company is proud of its energy efficiency efforts to date, and intends

to play an integral role in assisting the Province to meet its GHG reduction targets.6

Enbridge's most recent Multi-Year DSM Plan (2015-2020) was filed on April 1,2015

in response to the OEB's Report of the Board: Demand Side Management

Framework for Natural Gas Distributors (2015-2020) and accompanying Filing

Guidelines (together the "DSM Framework"). The Company's proposed Multi-Year

DSM Plan was responsive to the Board's direction and carefully considered both

the guiding principles and the key priorities outlined in the Framework.

The Board released its Decision and order (the "Decision") regarding Enbridge's

Multi-Year DSM Plan on January 20,2016. ln light of the broad spectrum of issues

addressed in the gas utilities' DSM Plans and the subsequent arguments of the

utilities and interested parties, the Board's Decision made determinations in a

number of important areas including, but not limited to, DSM programs, budgets,

scorecard design elements, targets and various matters of a policy nature.

ln its Decision the Board approved the majority of DSM offers as filed, generally

expressing support and noting that the programs proposed balanced the main

u Assumes 1.875kg of CO2 are emitted for each m3 gas that is consumed
o Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (2016) "Ontario's Climate Change Action Plan 2016,"
Government of Ontario, p.13.

7

I

I
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components of the DSM Framework.T The Board did however reject some of the

gas utilities' proposed DSM programs including My Home Health Record; a third-

party delivered otler proposed by Enbridge which comprised a significant portion of

the Company's Market Transformation Program. ln rejecting Enbridge's My Home

Health Record offer and subsequently reducing the overall budget of Enbridge's

Market Transformation Program, the Board determined that overheads associated

with market transformation should be reduced proportionally.

10. One of the most significant elements of the Board's Decision was the application of

a 10% increase Lo all 2016 largets, without a]ry conmetrsurate itrcrease to DSM

budgets to fund the incremental 1 0% in customer financial incentives that would be

required to facilitate these results. ln the Board's view the targets as filed were not

sufficiently aggressive, and an increase to targets without a proportional increase to

budgets would encourage greater cost-efficiency.s lt is worth noting that expert

evidence brought forward by the Green Energy Coalition in EB-20'15-0029/0049

indicated that Enbridge's proposed targets for key sectors such as large

commercial and industrial customers and the residential sector were consistent with

historical.experience.e As such, the 10% increase applied in conjunction with a shift

of the upper level of target achievement from 125o/o to 150% of target resulted in

stretch targets that in Enbridge's view are not achievable.

11. Another element of the Board's Decision regarding DSM targets was the

establishment of a Target Adjustment Mechanism ("TAM") to establish all future

targets beyond 2016 using a formula driven by prior years' results (e.9. 201V

targets would be established based upon 2016 results among other inputs). The

TAM, which was based upon a proposal by Unlon specific to a few CCM metrics,

would be applied to all metrics within utility DSM scorecards. The Board also

determined that when applying the TAM to market transformation targets an annual

' tg-2015-0029/0049, Decision and Order, January 20,2016, p.10, p.24, p.32
u tbid, p.66
' Eg-20i 5-0029/0049, Exhibit L.GEC.1, pp.34
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productivity factor of 10% should be applied to ensure aggressive target increases,

as well as a 2o/o productivity factor to low income and resource acquisition targets.

12. The Province's Climate Change Action Plan ("CCAP") was released on June 8,

2016 on the heels of the Government of Ontario's Low Carbon Economy and

Climate Change Mitigation Act ("the Act") released on May 18,2016 which outlined

the province's greenhouse gas reduction targets out to 2020 among other matters.

The CCAP, which signaled a strong commitment to reach the Province's

greenhouse gas reduction targets, introduced the Government's intention to create

a "Green Bank" which would reinvest Cap and Trade auction proceeds into GHG

reducing initiatives and programs.

13. On July 1,2016, Ontario's Cap and Trade Regulation was released instructing that

the first Compliance Period would begin January 1,2017. The Board subsequently

issued its Regulatory Framework for the Assessment of Costs of Natural Gas

Utilities' Cap and Trade Activities ("the Cap and Trade Framework") on September

26,2016. The Cap and Trade Framework outlined compliance options available to

the utilities to meet their obligations including allowances, offset credits and

abatement activities. The Cap and Trade Framework provided that the utilities

would be responsible for deciding the exact makeup of activities to be included in

their Compliance Plans, including how to best prioritize and pace compliance

options, including abatement activities. The Board asserted that any potential

overlap between DSM and abatement activities could be addressed through the

evaluation, measurement and verification ("EM&V') process of the DSM

Framework, and that the DSM Mid-Term review would provide an appropriate

opportunity to assess the DSM Framework in light of the Cap and Trade

Frameworklo.

14. On November 15, 2016, the Company filed its 2017 Compliance Plan

(EB-2016-0300) with the Board. ln its 2017 Compliance Plan Enbridge stated its

'0 EB-2015-0363 Report of the Board: Regulatory Framework for the Assessment of Costs of Natural Gas
Utilities' Cap and Trade Activities, September 26th, 2016, p.28
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agreement with the Board regarding the potential for overlap between DSM

programs and future Compliance Plans. Further, the Company affirmed its view

that DSM is an abatement activity, and that the relationship between DSM and

Compliance Planning should be considered during the DSM Mid-Term review.

15. On December 15, 2016 the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change

("MOECC") announced legislation to bring into effect the Ontario Climate Change

Solutions Deployment Corporation, formerly referred to as the Green Bank. This

Corporation was formed to dispense Cap and Trade proceeds held in the

Greerrlrouse Gas Reductiorr Fund ("GGRF")to initiatives identified in the CCAP.

16. On December 16, 2016 Enbridge submitted written comments to the Ministry of

Energy regarding Ontario's 2017 Long Term Energy Plan. ln its comments, the

Company expressed its belief that the most effective way to dispense funds held in

the GGRF was to leverage existing program delivery channels, including

Enbridge's existing DSM programming, in order to maximize expediency and

efficiency.

17, On June 2Q,2017 the Board issued a letter regarding the D*SM Micl-Term Review,

noting that it would include 'i. .. review of the DSM Franrework in the context of tlre

Cap and Trade Program."11 Enbridge is supportive of the Board's reasoning, and

submits that the vast majority of the DSM Framework remains appropriate. What

follows are the views of Enbridge Gas Distribution lnc. on these matters, with a high

degree of relevance to the 2017 and 2018 Compliance Plans and the two

subsequent DSM Mid-Term Review submissions that will follow on October 1,2017

and January 15, 2018.

18. lt should be noted that as of the time of the preparation of this submission the

Company has not had the benefit of receiving the Board's decision in

EB-2016-0300 with respect to Enbridge's 2017 Cap & Trade Compliance Plan

tt EB-2017-012710128 DSM Mid-Term Review, June 20th, 2017 , p.2
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Given the EB-2016-0300 Decision could contain information or direction relevant to

Enbridge's submissions in the DSM Mid-Term Review regarding the alignment of

DSM and Cap & Trade, the Company reserves the right to file a supplementary

submission in this proceeding following the Board's release of its decision on the

Company's 2017 Compliance Plan.
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lssue 1: DSM and Customers w¡th Gompliance Obligation€

19. The first issue on which the Board requested comment in its June 20,2017 letter is:

"Consideration of the relationship between the current suite of DSM programs and

actual C&T activities of customers with their own compliance obligations."l2

20. Enbridge does not see a requirement to differentiate between participants and non-

participants in Cap and Trade when determining eligibility for its DSM programs.

21. Ultinrately tlre objective of Cap and Trade is to reduce the emissions of consumers

and businesses in Ontario. Whether participating directly, as Large Final Emitters

do, or indirectly, as small consumers do all sectors which fall under the Cap and

Trade regulations will now pay a financial cost for the emission of greenhouse

gases. Within the context of DSM, this means that the business case for both

participants and non-participants to undertake energy efficiency projects has

improved.

22. Though these parties may experience the costs of Cap and Trade in a different

way, the end resurlt is largely the same. For this reason, the Company cloes not see

a rationale lor drawing a distinction between these two groups within the context of

DSM. Just as non-participants do, participants in Cap and Trade will have the

opportunity to ease their compliance burdens by participating in DSM and taking

advantage of ihe technical expertise and financial incentives made available to

them.

23. To the degree that an argr"rment may he put forth to cease clelivery of D.SM

programming to large customers that have been deemed Large Final Emitters this

discussion should proceed on its own merits, irrespective of the implementation of

Cap and Trade. This was effectively the case in EB-2015-0029/0049 in which the

t'EB-20j7-012710128 DSM Mid-Term Review, June 20th, 2017, p.3
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Board determined that Union should reinstate its Large Volume program13, which

presumably would service many customers that are also Large Final Emitters. The

implementation of Cap and Trade should not materially alter this outcome.

24. lt is not clear from the wording of the June 20, 2017 letter whether the Board

intended this issue to also encompass those Cap and Trade participants that

participate voluntarily. Enbridge's views regarding voluntary Cap and Trade

participants are the same as those regarding Large Final Emitters. Namely, the fact

that some customers voluntarily participate in the Cap and Trade program does not

diminish the need to provide DSM programs that assist such customers. Many

customers who are eligible to become Voluntary Participants do not, and will look to

the DSM programs of the gas utilities to assist in their efforts to reduce gas

consumption and GHG emissions. Like Large Final Emitters, even Voluntary

Participants will likely look to the DSM programs of the gas utilities as a means to

reduce GHG emissions and, therefore, the need to purchase the necessary

allowances or offset credits. ln summary, Enbridge sees little logic in the

elimination of gas conservation program eligibility simply because of the volume of

a customer's GHG emissions.

13 EB-2015-0029/0049, Decision and Order, January 20, 2016, p.SO
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lssue 2: Aliqninq DSM & Abatement

25. The second lssue on which the Board requested comment in its June 20,2017

letter is: "Consideration of the attribution of costs and savings to ratepayer-funded

DSM programs where natural gas utilities offer carbon abatement programs in the

market."la

26. ln its simplest form, the Company believes that DSM is carbon abatement

programming. lt is a policy instrument that the Board can leverage to help the

Government achieve its objectives, and to help ratepayers maximize the benefits of

lower GHG emissions and reduced energy costs. There is no need to create

duplicative governance for alternate DSM programming. ln fact, it would be

inefficient to do so. What is needed is a greater alignment of the Cap and Trade

and DSM Frameworks to ensure that both are mutually supportive in striving to

maximize benefits for ratepayers.

27. ln this new context and new policy environment Enbridge wishes to be clear

regarding the Company's iniention io be at the forefront of carbon abatement

activity. Enbridge will continue to offer highly cost effective and meaningful DSM

services to the best of its ability and will seek to find ways to partner with

government and stakeholders to continue to enhance energy efficiency

programming. The Company anticipates that its efforts will also seel< to develop

other forms of carbon abatement, such as renewable natural gas and geothermal

heating and cooling. Enbridge's purpose in this consultation is to enhance the

deliverability of energy efficiency in, for, and with the Province of Ontario.

28. ln the remainder of this submission Enbridge will outline the impact that the

implementation of Cap and Trade has had on the DSM Framework and

subsequently provide recommendations to modernize the DSM Framework,

enabling alignment with Cap and Trade.

'o EB-2017-012710128 DSM Mid-Term Review, June 20, 2017 , pg. 3
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29. The political and regulatory environment in which the Board established the DSM

Framework in 2014 and subsequently issued in its Decision and Order in EB-

2015-002910049 in early 2016 has changed considerably as a result of Cap and

Trade. ln particular, this significant change in government policy has resulted in an

influx of funding and delivery agents in Ontario's energy efficiency space, while

simultaneously elevating the economic value and strategic importance of regulated

natural gas DSM far above historic levels. Both of these new dynamics create the

requirement for necessary enhancements to the DSM Framework.

Increase in Funding and Delivery Agents due to Cap and Trade

30. Cap and Trade has fundamentally altered both the quantity of funding available to

reduce GHG emissions and the number of agents involved in the distribution of

such funding. Above all else this noticeable increase in funding sources, public

attention, and the number of actors engaged in Ontario's efforts to combat climate

change should be a welcome and positive development. This situation does

however create challenges in effectively coordinating such funding and activities

both within and outside of the OEB's regulation.

31. While the Company is not proposing a large expansion of its DSM customer

abatement activities as part of the Mid-Term Review, it is important that parties

recognize the realities of the current market and the resulting need for modifications

to current DSM methodologies.

32. Unfortunately, the current budget and target setting DSM methodologies are

directionally working at odds with Cap and Trade. Rather than ensuring meaningful

customer incentives to drive incremental activity, the current methodologies of the

Target Adjustment Mechanism and the associated "productivity factors" of 2o/o or

10% annually, as the case may be, actually reduce customer incentives available

by assigning productivity to customer incentives. Under this structure, the only

place to achieve lower program costs is by reducing customer incentives.

lronically, it is expected that greater customer incentives will be needed to
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encourage ever greater levels of conservation and GHG emission reductions

moving forward. As a result, the current DSM Framework will require the

cannibalization of DSM programs; preserving some at the expense of others.

33. Focusing first on activity inside of regulation, on July 1,2016 Ontario's Cap and

Trade Regulation came into effect and Enbridge became a mandatory participant

with compliance obligations related to its facility emissions and the majority of its

customers' emissions. As previously noted, one of the options offered to utilities to

meet their compliance obligation was to undertake various GHG abatement

activities intended [o reduce the nurrl¡er of allowarrces arrd/or offset credits tlrat

would otherwise need to be purchased in order to remain compliant. ln Section 2.1 ,

Table 2 of the Cap and Trade Framework, the Board lists potential carbon

abatement measures a utility may undertake including renewable energy and fuel

switching, building retrofits, renewable natural gas, and customer abatement

activities.

34. Enbridge believes that customer incentives remain an important feature in the

delivery of energy efficiency programming to drive abatement, though the Company

anticipates that some parties may argue that a reduction in such incentives may be

in order due to the creation of a carbon cost. lf this assertion were true, there would

be no need for the CCAP and associated GreenON funding, which will be offering

programs likely to incorporate rich incentives relative to DSM programming. While

likely to dispense more funds than ratepayer-funded DSM in its current form, these

other agencies do not operate in the same construct for çost effectiveness testing

that the gas utilities do; potentially reducing Enbridge's ability to drive meaningful

results, As Ontario's Environment Commissioner has pointed out, "natural gas

utility conservation programs make good sense - delivering roughly three dollars in

benefits for every dollar spent."15

tu Every Joule Counts, Ontario's Energy Use and Conservation Year in Review, Environmental
Commissioner of Ontario, August, 2017, p. 11.
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35. While an ¡ncrease in customer incentives beyond the rate of inflation in future years

is both likely and necessary, the impact of the 10% increase in targets and the

annual "productivity" increases in targets applied in EB-2015-0029/0049 without a

proportionate increase in budgets is such that the Company is left attempting to

attract more participants with fewer dollars per participant in customer incentives.

36. This being said, Enbridge submits that this Mid-Term Review is an opportunity to

learn from recent experience and amend current policies and methodologies in

order to generate greater savings and emission reductions from the current suite of

approved DSM abatement programs. By using the DSM Mid-Term Review to align

the methodologies which govern DSM abatement activities with the requirement to

maximize emission abatement, and subsequently minimize the cost of allowances

and/or offset credits, the Board can increase benefits for ratepayers using a proven

and effective tool that is already in place; utility-led DSM. Without implementing

needed modifications the savings achieved through ratepayer funded DSM will be

less than would otherwise be the case, meaning that emission abatement cannot

be maximized.

37. The Board goes on to state in its Cap and Trade Framework that the utilities will

"likely develop targeted programs for their residential, commercial and industrial

customers... and will allocate costs to the appropriate customer classes, similar to

DSM programs"16. Enbridge notes that service-based customer abatement

"programs" are but one of many available avenues to abate GHG emissions, with

many other activities that more closely resemble infrastructure investments, such

as low-carbon technologies, or supply-side activities, such as renewable natural

gas. However, for ease of communication the remainder of this submission will use

the term "customer abatement" in a manner that does not address such activities,

instead focusing only on the subset of customer abatement programs focused on

energy efficiency which resemble DSM.

16 EB-2015-0363 Report of the Board: Regulatory Framework for the Assessment of Costs of Natural Gas
Utilities' Cap and Trade Activities, September 26,2016, p.29
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38. Enbridge submits that because the Company's obligation is specific to emissions

resulting from natural gas volumes, pract¡cally speaking it is likely that most of the

current opportunities for "targeted [abatement] programs" referenced in the Cap and

Trade Framework are essentially DSM programs. Whether entitled "DSM" or

"abatement", the activities being undertaken are the same activities; namely the use

of consumer education, technical expertise, financial incentives, and other methods

to help customers reduce their natural gas consumption.

39. lrr il.s Cap and Trade Franlework Lhe Board states lhat arty overlap lretweert

additional energy efficiency focused abatement programs and DSM would be

appropriately addressed through the EM&V process of the DSM Framework, and

that the DSM Mid-Term Review would provide an appropriate venue to consider the

linkages between the DSM and Cap and Trade Frameworks.

40. Enbridge believes that the creation of a new, different, and separately governed

framework or similar policy guidance specific to the same or similar customer

abatement programs would be sub-optimal. For this reason Enbridge believes that

in the event incremental regulated energy efficiency abatement programs are

desirable, the most appropriate and efficient approach is to use the DSM

Framework created by the Board as a foundation, and that any incremental activity

should be built upon the utilities'successful DSM Plans as opposed to being

developed and governed separately.

41. The implementation of Cap and Trade has also increased the complexity of

Ontario's energy efficiency environment outside of the OEB's regulation. Shaping

much of the increased attention on energy efficiency is a provincial mandate set by

the Ontario government. Attainment of Ontario's short, medium and long-term
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emission reduction targetslT will be supported through the collection and re-

distribution of proceeds from the Cap and Trade market. As outlined in the

CCAP18, funds from the GGRF have been earmarked to enhance existing energy

efficiency efforts, launch new energy efficiency programs, and create a new

government agency known as the Ontario Climate Change Solutions Deployment

Corp., (also known as "GreenOn", formerly known as the "Green Bank").

42. Looking at the full Provincial landscape, energy efficiency now boasts a growing

number of new and existing market actors and funding sources. ln addition to

established natural gas DSM by the gas utilities and electricity Conservation &

Demand Managementle'20 administered by the lndependent Electricity System

Operator ("lESO') and electric utilities, several other sources have come to the fore

to promote and deliver energy efficiency:

The Green lnvestment Fund2l ("GlF'), created in early 2016 has distributed

$325 million to promote emission reduction projects, many of which

champion energy efficiency. These efforts include but are not limited to

augmentation of Enbridge's DSM program'2 in addition to many other

delivery agents such as Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters ('CME'),

Ontario Centre of Excellence ("OCE") and the Ministry of Municipal

Housing and Affairs.

17 Reduction of emissions to 15% below '1990 levels by 2020, 37% below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. See Climate Change Action Plan (2016-2020), Government of Ontario (June B,

2016)
\ Ctimate Change Action Ptan (2016-2020), Government of Ontario (June 8, 2016)
" $1 .88 allocated to local distribution companies to promote energy efficiency as per Target and Budget
Allocation Methodology, Conservation First Framework LDC Tool Kit, Ontario Power Authority, December
16,2014
20 Within the IESO's CDM portfolio, industry associations like the Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning lnstitute of Canada ('HRAI') and Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters ("CME") have
initiated programs to assist small and medium-sized manufacturers in reducing greenhouse gas emissions
!hrough improved energy efficiency.
" "Green lnvestment Fund" Government of Ontario, February 4th,2016 https://www.ontario.calpaqe/qreen-
investment-fundz T1ore Energy Conservation lncentive Program" Government of Ontario, https://ohecip.calen/
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Drawing from the proceeds of Cap and Trade, the Ontario government

recently announced the provision of $200 million in new funding23to

promote energy efficiency retrofits in schools across the province. The

Government continues to make similar announcements up to the time of

this submission including $100 million in new funding for municipalities2a

and up to $657 million to help social housing apartment buildings

complete repairs and retrofits while lowering emissions2s.

Also drawing from the GGRF, Ontario is investing $377 million over the

course of the 2017-2018 fiscal year in GreenON to "make it easier for

households and businesses to adopt proven low-carbon technologies."26

At the federal level, $2 billion has been directed to support the Low

Carbon Economy Fund27, $1.4 billion of which will be used to support

provinces and territories in achieving the emissions reduction priorities

contained in the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate

Change.

OCE recently partnered with Sustainable Development Technology

Canada2s to offer $45 million to drive commercialization2e of technologies

that reduce greenhouse gas emissions for industrial production sites and

throughout the industrial value chain.

23 "schools Receiving $1.4 Billion for Repairs and Renewal this year ," Government of Ontario, June 13,
2017 https:i/news.ontario.calopo/en/20'17l06/schools-receivinq-14-billion-for-repairs-and-renewal{hió-
vear.html

-.Ontarlo 

Supporting Municipalities in Fighting Climate Change," Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change, August 14, 2017 , https:i/news.ontario.calene/en/2017l0Siontario-supportinq-municipalities-in-
fightinq-climate-chanqe. html
'5 "Ontario Making Major lnvestments in Social Housing Repairs and Retrofits," Ministry of Housing,
August 24, 2017 , https://news.ontario.calmho/en/2017l08/ontario-makinq-maior-investments-in-social-
housinq-reoairs-and-retrofits.html?utm source=ondemand&utm medium=email&utm campaiqn=p

http:/iwww.fin.qov.on.ca/en/budqeUontariobudgets/2017lbudqet2017.pdf
" "Low Carbon Economy Fund," Government of Canada, June 1 sth,2017
https://www.canada.calen/environmentclimate-chanqe/news/201 7/06/low carbon economvfund.html

2e "Target GHG Collaborative Technology Development Program," Ontario Centres of Excellence
http:i/www.oce-ontario.org/proqrams/strateqic-initiatives/TarqetGHG/tarqetghq-collaborative-technoloqy-
development-proqram/how-it-works

IV
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43. Enbridge notes that the natural gas utilities' efforts to reduce energy use and GHG

emissions pre-date all of the above, making Enbridge and Union the entities with

the most experience delivering customer abatement programs in Ontario. As a

result, there exists an unprecedented opportunity for the gas utilities to lead in this

market and assist other parties in both achieving results efficiently and coordinating

collective efforts rationally. These developments should be a welcome one for

Ontario's rate and tax payers, as the gas utilities, under the regulation of the OEB,

conduct their DSM activities within a context that requires cost-efficiency,

evaluation, verification, and program delivery review.

44. The challenge for governments, regulators and market players will be to ensure that

governance structures respond appropriately to the new realities created by Cap

and Trade in such a way that public or ratepayer funds are spent prudently, and the

customer's needs are always forefront in decision-making.

45. With all of the above in mind, the Company does not oppose the current policy

contained within the DSM Filing Guidelines to the Framework regarding the

attribution of savings. ln the scenario where Enbridge collaborates with a local

distribution company ('LDC') or the IESO to promote energy efficiency, the Board's

DSM Filing Guidelines clearly articulate that "all the natural gas savings should be

attributed to rate-regulated natural gas utilities and vice versa for electricity

savings."30 This arrangement is appropriate and purposeful, removing upfront

barriers to collaboration and, in the best of outcomes, setting the stage for

increased energy savings, decreased costs, or both.

46. Where Enbridge collaborates with a party other than a LDC however, the DSM

Framework states that savings should be attributed according to a "partnership

agreement reached prior to the program's launch".31 Where Enbridge is the

recipient of funds other than rate regulated DSM funds to either deliver on behalf of

to EB-2014-0134, Filing Guidelines to the Demand Side Management Framework for Natural Gas
Di stri butors (20 1 5-2020), Decem ber 22, 20 1 4, p.22
3'rbid
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another party or augment its existing DSM programming, this approach to

attribution is appropriate; allowing the parties involved to create a policy which

reflects the context, objectives and interests relevant to the situation at hand.

47. Enbridge is concerned however that the requirement for collaborating parties to

conclude an agreement regarding the attribution of energy savings will create a

disincentive to partner with other entities where program delivery is not

consolidated within the gas utilities (e.9. industry associations, Government

agencies other than the IESO). All else being equal, if collaborating parties are

forced to claim fewer savings as a result of collaboration, a rational economic actor

would avoid partnerships in order to reach performance targets. While ignoring

potential partnerships may be to the benefit of the delivery agent in this scenario, it

is hard to imagine such an approach being in the best interest of consumers, who

should be permitted to participate in all available energy efficiency programs in light

of their collective funding of such programs in the first place.

48. Enbridge submits that where the gas utilities are informally partnering with other
-.l^l:--^.-- a^ al^- .----a-.-l t--.--lrL 
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consider the influence of these other parties within the context of rret to gross

adjustments. ln the Company's view, attribution and net to gross are effectively two

sides of the same coin; different terms for evaluating the degree to which a program

delivery agent influenced a customer's decisions. To the degree that by some

methodology, whether it be an explicit attempt to quantify influence through a net to

gross study or a fixed negotiated approach, attribution should simply be included

within established net to gross values rather than be incorporated into results as a

d istinct adjustment.32

49. ln light of the close relationship between attribution and net to gross evaluation,

Enbridge further submits that the confluence of these many funding sources and

delivery agents has created a complex environment where traditional policies to

32 Appendix A - Research lnto Action (Jane Peters ,2017), p.25
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Jtrly 28,2016

Ms. Kirsten Walli
Board Secretary
Ontario Energy Board
2300 Yonge Street, 27il'Floor
Toronto, ON M4P 1E4

Dear Ms. Walli

EB-2015-0029 - Union Gas Limited - 2015-2020 Demand Side Management ("DSM") Plan

- Green Investment Fund Attribution

The Ontario Energy Board ("Board") issued its final 2015 to 2020 Reporl on the DSM Framework for
Natural Gas Distributors (the "Framework") and the Filing Guidelines to the DSM Framework ("the
Guidelines") on December 22,2014 (EB-2014-0134). These documents were developed to guide Union
Gas Limited ("Union") and Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc. ("Enbridge") (collectively "the utilities") in
the preparation of their 2015-2020 DSM Plans.

On January 20,2016, and updated Febmary 24,2016, the Board issued its Decision and Order on the
utìlities' respective DSM Plans (EB-201 5-0029/EB-201 5-0049).

Subsequent to the Board's Decision and Order, Union entered into an agreement with the Ministry of
Energy to provide funding, through the Ontario Green Investment Fund, to Union to enhance its
residential Home Reno Rebate offering. The enhancements include:

Expanded eligibility for palticipation, including:
o Homes that use oil, propane, or wood as their primary heating fuel
o Homes that use natural gas as their primary heating fuel but are not serviced by Union or

Enbridge
New rebates for:

o High-efficiency oil fumaces and boilers
o High-efficiency propane furnaces and boilers
o High-effìciency wood burning systems
o Air-source heat pumps
o Smart thermostats

Increased rebate levels for measures already included in the offering

All other elements of the Home Reno Rebate offering remain unchanged and as approved by the Board

l)"{.). lllx ?{XJ1 , aü Ke'i1 l)¡:iv* }]r:¡i'lh, (.ill+rt}r¡r¡r. {)N, N7;tf ;t&.f'l. tr"wlr,.u.niôrr¡1irr-.r::r}r1
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The agreement also provides funding to Union to develop a new residential Behavioural offering. Unìon
does not cunently administer a residential Behavioural offering within its DSM portfolio.

In situations where Union delivers a DSM offer:ing in parhrership with another party (e.g., goveffiments,
non-rate-regnlated ¡rrivate seclor), fhc Grridelines oufline the following reqnirements at page 22:

"Attribution of BeneJits Between Rute-Regulated Naturul Gøs Utilities and Other Pørtíes

Attribution of savings between rate-regulated natural gas utìlities and other parties (e.g.,
govet'nments, non-raÍe-regulaled privale seclor, etc.) should be based primarily on the shares
establislted in a partnersltíp agreenrent reaclted prior to tlte program's launch.

Where the nalural gas utilities' nllocated share o.f nalural gas savings in the partnership
agt'eement is more than 20% of'lhe share that would have been allocated based on a "percenlage
of total dollars spent" basis, an explanationfor the dilJerence should be provided. The natural gas
utilities ure uls'u expecletl lu./ile e,rpecletl spvnclirry.fur euclt uf the purlners purliciputing in lhe
delivery of the program beþre Íhe program is lawtched and the actual amount spent by eaclt
partner within each program year has taken place. As partnerships do not always evolve as
originally planned, this additional inf'ormation will help the Board and stakeholders to assess the
t'eus'onnlsletress o.f tlrc shures ulluculetl in tlrc purtrters'hþ ugreernenl reuchecl prior lo lhe
program's launch and the actual contt'ibution the natural gas utilities made to the program.

The share allocated to the natural gas utilities will be used to determine the credited achievement

for each of the relevant metrics used to evaluate the program."

Union is filing this letter to outline the expected spend, term, and attribution agreement from the
agreement with the Ministry of Energ,v.

Expected Spend

Ftuiding for enhancements to Union's Home Reno Rebate offering is provided to Union by the Ministry
of Energy, through the Green Investment Fund, in the amount of $40 million.

Funding for the development of a new residential Behavioural offering is provided to Union by the
Ministry of Energy, tluough the Green lnvestment Fund, in the amount of 52 million.

Union's Board-approved DSM budget is outlined in Scheclule A of the EB-2015-00291F'P-2015-0049
Decision and Order, in the table entrtled "Union Gas Limited 2016 ro 2020 DSM Budgets and Targets"

Term

The enhancements to Union's residential Home Reno Rebate offering will begin in2016.

Tlre development of a new residential Behavioural offering will begin in 2017 .

The parlnership agreernent ends May 31 ,2019.
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Attribution Agreement

While flinding fi'om the Green Investment Fund will drive incremental parlicipation, Union's existing
Home Reno Rebate offering continues to be the foundation of the offering. For this reason, attribution of
the enhanced Home Reno Rebate offering's results will not be determined simply based on the source of
funding. Instead, attribution between Union and the Green Investment Fund will occur based on the
following mles:

l. 100% of the results from homes outside of Union's franchise area will be attributed to the Green
Investment Fund.

2. 100% of the results from homes within Union's franchise that use a primary heating fuel other
than natural gas will be attributed to the Green Investment Fund.

3. 100% of the results directly related to the smart thennostat will be attributed to the Green
Investment Fund.

4. For all other results, there will be a two-phased approach to attribution each year. During Phase l,
80% of the results will be attributed to Union and 20o/o will be attributed to the Green Investment
Fnnd. If at any point in a given year Union exhausts its DSM ñurding available, or elects to stop
using DSM funds for the enhanced Home Reno Rebate offering, Phase 2 of attribution will begin.
During Phase 2,100o/o of the offering's results will be attributed to the Green Investment Fund.
Phase I will reset on January lst of each year.

Attribution levels for Phase 1 were established based on the estimate that tlie Green Investment Fund
incentive enhancements will account for apploximately twenty percent (20%) of the total per-home
average incentive amount.

Attributable results include the number of homes participating in the enhanced Home Reno Rebate

offering, the amount of energy saved by the enhanced Home Reno Rebate offeling, and the amount of
GHG emissions avoided by the enhanced Home Reno Rebate offering. Savings will be determined based

on HOT2000, except for smart thermostats, which will use prescriptive savings assumptions from the
joint Union and Enbridge Technical Reference Matrual.

For the Behavioural offering, 100% of the results will be attributed to the Green Investment Fund

Union will report the actual spend and results within its DSM Annual Reports and in its annual

disposition of DSM defen'al and variance accounts proceeding.

If you lrave any questions concerning this submission please contact me at 519-436-5334

Yourc truly,

lOriginal Signed by)

Vanessa Innis
Manager, Regulatory Initiatives

Josh Wasylyk, Board Staff
Alex Smitli (Torys)
EB-20 1 5 -0029 Intervenors

c.c


